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Femtosecond laser surface processing (FLSP) can be used to functionalize many surfaces,

imparting specialized properties such as increased broadband optical absorption or super-

hydrophobicity/-hydrophilicity. In this study, the subsurface microstructure of a series of

mound-like FLSP structures formed on commercially pure titanium using five combinations of

laser fluence and cumulative pulse counts was studied. Using a dual beam Scanning Electron

Microscope with a Focused Ion Beam, the subsurface microstructure for each FLSP structure

type was revealed by cross-sectioning. The microstructure of the mounds formed using the

lowest fluence value consists of the original Ti grains. This is evidence that preferential laser

ablation is the primary formation mechanism. However, the underlying microstructure of

mounds produced using higher fluence values was composed of a distinct smaller-grained a-Ti

region adjacent to the original larger Ti grains remaining deeper beneath the surface. This layer

was attributed to resolidification of molten Ti from the hydrodynamic Marangoni effect driven

fluid flow of molten Ti, which is the result of the femtosecond pulse interaction with the

material. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4990709

INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond laser surface processing (FLSP) is an

emerging technology for the creation of functionalized surfa-

ces through the formation of self-organized, multiscale sur-

face structures.1–5 FLSP is applicable for a wide range of

materials, including metals,5–9 semiconductors,10,11 poly-

mers,12–14 glass,15,16 and ceramics.17,18 The resulting micro/

nanostructures provide special surface properties with many

potentially useful applications. These include optimizing

optical absorption for photovoltaics 17,19,20 and photodio-

des,21,22 as well as altering wetting properties (superhydro-

philic or superhydrophobic) for enhanced heat transfer,23–25

self-cleaning surfaces,26 and chemical sensors.27

FLSP on titanium (Ti) surfaces is of great interest, espe-

cially for biomedical applications. Ti-based alloys are well

established, widely used materials for implants due to their

low density, high mechanical strength, and biocompatibil-

ity.28,29 The wide range of Ti-based medical implants include

dental prostheses, hearing aide, pacemakers, and joint replace-

ments. Micro/nanostructures on laser processed Ti surfaces

promote integration of biomedical implants with the cells in

the recipient’s body cells and reduce bacterial growth.30–32

Furthermore, there are many non-biological applications

of surface laser processing of commercially pure Ti and Ti

alloys. FLSP can be used to create low reflectivity, high

absorption surfaces for light with wavelengths from ultraviolet

to terahertz radio waves.33–36 Such optoelectronic properties

can be used for solar thermal energy conversion, molecular

spectroscopy, plasmonics, and stealth technologies. Recently,

FLSP of Ti has been shown to improve wear for tribological

applications.37,38 Lastly, regular grooved surface structures

can serve as molds for economical, mass production of poly-

mers with functionalized surfaces.39

When applying FLSP on a metal surface, different combi-

nations of laser fluence and laser pulses per unit area result in

many distinct types of self-organized micro/nanostruc-

tures.5,8,40–42 Zuhlke et al. described seven unique categories

of micro/nanoscale structures that formed when applying

FLSP onto Ni 200/201 in the fluence range of ablation thresh-

old to 3 J cm�2 and cumulative pulse counts from 1 to 20 000

pulses. A map of these fluence and pulse count combinations

is presented in Fig. 1.5,43 Each unique structure type is formed

by a dynamic balance of laser induced mechanisms.

At a low laser fluence, i.e., near the material’s ablation

threshold, FLSP forms laser-induced periodic surface struc-

tures (LIPSSs) and nanoparticle-covered pyramids (NC

pyramids).6,41,44,45

LIPSS are ripples oriented either parallel or perpendicu-

lar to the laser’s polarization, depending on the target mate-

rial and laser parameters, and have periods with the same

order of magnitude as the laser wavelength.8,37,45–48 They

form after a low number of laser pulses (�10 to 1000).2

Additional laser pulses in the same fluence range that

creates LIPSS can develop NC pyramids.41,44,45 These struc-

tures can be 50 lm or greater in height, and are covered with

a layer of nanoparticles typically more than 2 lm thick. NC

pyramids start as small (<10 lm) precursor cones that

increase in height relative to the valleys between the

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: edwin.peng@

huskers.unl.edu
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structures via preferential laser ablation (PVA). Furthermore,

NC pyramids increase in height by redeposition of nanopar-

ticles produced during the laser ablation process.

FLSP of metal surfaces at fluence levels greater than those

for LIPSS and NC pyramid formation can result in quasi-

periodic, mound-like structures.5,40,49 These mounds range in

size from several microns to over 100lm and are covered by

additional nanoscale structures and/or nanoparticles. These

mound-like structures are often applied to make the metal sur-

faces superhydrophilic24 or superhydrophobic.50

In previous studies, Zuhlke et al. categorized mounds on

Ni 200/201 into two classes: below-surface-growth (BSG) and

above-surface-growth (ASG) mounds.5,40,43 BSG mounds are

tightly spaced, have a low height-to-width aspect ratio (�1:1),

and have peaks which are below the original surface of the

target material. In contrast, ASG mounds are spaced further

apart, separated by deep pits, have a high aspect ratio (>2:1),

and protrude up to several microns above the original surface.

Zuhlke et al. reported that BSG mound formation occurs in

the fluence range of approximately 1 to 2 J cm�2 and ASG

mounds at approximately 2 to 3 J cm�2 on Ni-based

alloys.5,40,43 These fluence values are higher by as much as

two orders of magnitude than the ablation threshold of Ni

(0.05 to 0.1 J cm�2).51–53

Both BSG and ASG mounds are thought to originate

from small precursor ripples, mounds, and pits that develop

after a low number of laser pulses (120 pulses for BSG, <30

pulses for ASG).5 These precursor sites cause an inhomoge-

neous distribution of laser energy for subsequent pulses,

leading to the formation processes thought to produce BSG-

and ASG mounds.5,40

One of the formation processes associated with FLSP

mounds is preferential valley ablation (PVA). PVA is the

process where the valleys, or lower areas of the surface, are

ablated more than at the peaks of the precursor

mounds.5,45,54 Two phenomena contribute to PVA: (a) the

higher fluence in the valleys than on the sides of the mounds

due to larger subtended area resulting from the increased

incident angle and (b) a portion of the light incident on the

sides of the peaks scattered onto the valleys. BSG mounds

on metals, and similar “spikes” on Si substrates, are believed

to be formed primarily through PVA.

A second FLSP mound formation mechanism is fluid

flow (FF), the hydrodynamic process where the irradiated

surface melts, and the subsequent liquid layer flows away

from the (higher fluence) valleys up the sides of the struc-

tures (lower fluence) and towards the peaks. Resolidification

of this layer increases the height of the peaks, and is thought

to be a significant part of the ASG mound formation pro-

cess.5,54 FF is most likely due to the Marangoni effect, as

previous researchers have also reported about FLSP struc-

tures.47,55 Lastly, redeposition of the ablated material can

also contribute to mound growth.5

Examining the growth mechanisms of FLSP structures’

can add understanding of the physics behind laser-matter

interaction and can provide the ability to tailor surface fea-

tures for improved performance in specific applications.

There have been several previous studies on laser processed

surface structures of silicon and metals that utilize cross-

sectional analysis for this purpose.7,40,54,56,57

In this paper, cross-sectional analysis is used to study the

underlying microstructure of mounds on Ti formed by FLSP

using different laser fluence and pulse counts. The Ti mounds

have similarities to FLSP structures previously reported on

Ni5 and metallic glass alloy Ni60N40.
54,58 However, a transi-

tion between below surface and above surface growth has not

been fully studied on Ti, so the mounds in this paper are only

identified in terms of the FLSP fluence and pulse counts.

Using the cross-sectional analysis, evidence of thermal events

like resolidification after fluid flow or oxidation when laser

processing is undertaken in the presence of oxygen. This study

is, to the authors’ best knowledge, the first to provide material

science-based evidence of the wide range of FLSP structures

on Ti.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The material used in this study was the commonly uti-

lized, commercially pure Ti Grade 2 from McMaster-Carr in

the form of 1.6mm thick sheets.59 The microstructure of the

Ti substrate was characterized using scanning electron

FIG. 1. FLSP surface structure types

formed on Ni 200/201.5,43
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microscopy (SEM), Focused Ion Beam (FIB), and energy

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) in an FEI Helios

NanoLab 660 DualBeam. X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu

Ka radiation in a Bruker-AXS D8 Discover x-ray diffractom-

eter provided phase analysis. The Ti sheet was placed on a

zero-diffraction SiO2 crystal. Optical microscopy was per-

formed using the Leica DM2700 after etching with solution

of hydrofluoric and nitric acids. Ti surfaces were polished

through standard metallurgical procedures with final polish

using 0.3 lm Al2O3 powder. Before FLSP, the polished sub-

strates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath through successive

submerging in acetone, methanol, and deionized water for

20min each.

The FLSP experiments were completed using a Ti:Sapphire

femtosecond laser system (Coherent Astrella) producing 6

mJ, 35 fs laser pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate. A computer-

controlled shutter system, capable of selecting single laser

pulses, was used to control the number of laser pulses inci-

dent on the sample. The laser pulse length and chirp were

monitored by a Positive Light Model 8–02 Frequency

Resolved Optical Grating (FROG) instrument while a half

waveplate and polarizer were used to control the laser pulse

energy. A Melles Griot Nanomotion II computer-controlled

translation stage system, with 3 axes of motion, was used for

sample positioning and translation relative to the laser focal

volume. A Thorlabs MPD169-P01 parabolic mirror, with

152.4mm focal length, was used to focus the femtosecond

pulses, which have a Gaussian spatial profile.

The laser spot size, which was used to calculate the laser

fluence and pulse count, was determined using the method

outlined by Liu.60 The ablation spots were created using 100

fs pulses with energy ranging from 50 to 750 lJ with 50 lJ

increments. The Keyence VK-X 3D Laser Scanning Confocal

Microscope (3DLSCM) was used to measure the ablation cra-

ter area and calculate the equivalent diameter based on that

area.

SEM-FIB cross-sectional milling of the FLSP structures

was performed with the FEI Helios NanoLab 660 DualBeam.

For the cross-sectioning process, the target mound was pro-

tected with platinum (Pt) layers deposited first via electron-

beam induced deposition (200 nm thick), and then by ion

beam-induced deposition (2lm thick). Then, Gaþ FIB milling

was used to remove approximately half of the mound.

Imaging of the cross section was achieved using ion-induced

secondary electron (ISE) with the Everhart–Thornley Detector

(ETD) at a tilt of 45�.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was

performed on three of the five different mound types. TEM

samples comprised of thin, electron transparent slices of the

structures (<200 nm) were created using the “liftout

procedure” with the FEI Helios NanoLab 660 DualBeam.61

The process began with protective Pt layer deposition identi-

cal to that for cross-sectioning. FIB milling reduced the tar-

get mound into a thin (�1 lm thick) cross section. This slice

was attached onto a tungsten needle with Pt welding, then

transferred onto a Cu Omniprobe Lift-Out Grid. The sample

was then thinned by FIB milling to 150 nm for electron trans-

parency. Bright field TEM imaging and selected area elec-

tron diffraction (SAED) was performed using an FEI Tecnai

Osiris (S)TEM.

RESULTS

XRD pattern of the Ti substrate is shown in Fig. 2. The

XRD peaks indexed to the hexagonal close-packed (HCP) a-

phase and peak intensities indicated that the Ti was polycrys-

talline with no preferred orientation.62 The microstructure

consisted of a-Ti grains with an average size of 14.06 6.5lm

(Fig. 3).

Five unique mound-like surface structures were formed

by FLSP on Ti; in the order of increasing laser fluence using

the fluence and pulse count values listed in Table I. Each

structure type has a unique morphology resulting from dif-

ferent mix of formation processes for the different fluence

levels and pulse counts used. These structures are identified

in terms of the relative fluence level: they are labeled as M1,

M2, M3, M4, and M5 (Table I) and graphically represented

FIG. 2. XRD pattern of the Grade 2 Ti

after polishing and prior to FLSP. All

detected peaks corresponded to a-Ti

planes.

FIG. 3. Optical microscopy image of the microstructure of the unprocessed

Ti substrate.
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in Fig. 4. For comparison, the ablation threshold of Ti Grade

2 as measured at 100 pulses is presented. The parameter

range was chosen to include a diverse range of structures.

Compared with the FLSP of Ni (Fig. 1), M1 structures would

be analogous to BSG mounds, M5 structures to ASG

mounds, and M2–4 are in the transition region between these

two mound types.

M1 mounds can be characterized as dome-like structures

with a diameter of 10–30 lm. SEM images of these are

depicted in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a). The M1 structures are tightly

TABLE I. FLSP parameters for 5 types of surface structures.

Surface structure Laser pulses (#) Laser fluence (J cm�2)

M1 1500 0.38

M2 1500 0.66

M3 100 0.95

M4 1500 1.89

M5 100 3.52

FIG. 4. Ablation threshold of Ti Grade

2 for 100 pulses (determined using

method by Liu60) and the laser fluence

and cumulative pulse count parameters

used for generating M1 to M5 surface

structures.

FIG. 5. SEM images of (a) M1, (b) M2,

(c) M3, (d) M4, and (e) M5 mounds.
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spaced, with each dome covered by periodic ridges reminis-

cent of LIPSS.

M2 mounds are spaced farther apart from each other and

are smaller than M1 mounds, with diameters of 5–10lm.

Figures 5(b) and 6(b) include SEM images of the M2 struc-

tures, which were produced using laser fluence about twice that

of M1. M3 mounds were produced at a higher fluence value

and lower pulse counts are included in Figs. 5(c) and 6(c).

FIG. 6. SEM images at 45� tilt of (a)

M1, (b) M2, (c) M3, (d) M4, and (e)

M5 mounds.

FIG. 7. (a) and (b) SEM images of the

M1 mound cross-section showing the

grain structure as well as the Pt protec-

tive layer. (c) TEM bright field image

of the M1 mound’s cross-section.
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M4 and M5 mounds are significantly taller than M1,

M2, and M3 mounds. M5 structures, Figs. 5(e) and 6(e),

have peaks that protrude above the original surface. M4 and

M5 mounds are spaced farther apart from each other, sepa-

rated by deep pits.

The microstructure underlying the M1 mounds original

a-Ti grains; they had the same size and morphology as

the microstructure of the unprocessed substrate (Fig. 3).

TEM bright field imaging revealed that there is no resolidi-

fied or otherwise deposited layer at the top of the M1 struc-

ture [Fig. 7(c)].

A M2 mound’s underlying microstructure reveal that

above the original a-Ti grains there exists a new layer of

smaller grains with porosity (Fig. 8). This is most likely Ti

grains that resolidified after the fluid flow formation process.

The M3 mounds consist of two distinct layers: large,

original a-Ti grains at the base of the mounds and a region

with significantly smaller, resolidified Ti grains (Fig. 9).

This finer-grained region is also porous, as seen in Fig. 9(b).

The black circle on Fig. 9(c) shows the region from

where the SAED pattern of Fig. 10 was taken. The presence

of rings in the SAED pattern indexed to the a-Ti phase and

FIG. 8. (a) and (b) SEM images of a M2 mound’s cross-section showing the

grain structure as well as the Pt protective layer.

FIG. 9. (a) and (b) SEM images of M3

mounds’ cross-section showing the

grain structure as well as the Pt protec-

tive layer. (b) TEM bright field image

of M3 mound’s cross-section.

FIG. 10. SAED pattern of resolidified Ti grains from the M3 TEM sample.

The dashed lines are the expected positions for each a-Ti plane.
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indicates that the resolidified region is polycrystalline.

However, there are some unaccounted-for reflections that

may indicate the presence of b-Ti.

The chemical composition profile of the cross-sectioned

M3 mound was determined by an energy-dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDX) line scan across the resolidified zone.

The path, as indicated by the black arrow on Fig. 9(c), starts

in the original a-Ti region (corresponding to “0” in Fig. 11),

passes through the resolidified a-Ti, and ends at the Pt pro-

tective layer. The profile provided corroborating evidence of

the three layers: nearly completely Ti in the larger-grain a-Ti

area, approximately 25 at. % O and 75 at. % Ti for the finer-

grained a-Ti region, and a high concentration of Pt at the

protective layer. The TEM sample was approximately

200 nm thick, so there was likely an overlap between the Pt

protective layer and the resolidified layer, causing the pres-

ence of Ti and O at the end of the EDX line scan.

The underlying microstructure of a M4 mound is similar

to that of the M3 mound, with a finer-grained layer on top of

the original, larger a-Ti grains (Fig. 12). However, this reso-

lidified layer was significantly thicker due to the higher

fluence.

Figure 13 shows the cross section of an M5 mound.

The SEM images revealed a primary M5 mound in the cen-

ter as well as a section of another M5 mound that lay just

behind and over the first mound. The top peak protrudes up

to 10 lm higher than the original Ti substrate surface, as

indicated by the dotted black line. Just like the M3 mound,

the M5 mound contains a resolidification region consisting

of finer grains that is above the larger original a-Ti grains

which can be seen in Fig. 13(a). The pores in the M5 mound

cross-section are larger than those present in the M3

mounds.

The black circle on Fig. 13(c) indicates the region from

which the SAED pattern of Fig. 14 was taken. Like that of

the M3 TEM sample, the resolidified region of the M5

mound is polycrystalline and comprises mostly of a-Ti.

However, there are some reflections that may indicate the

presence of b-Ti.

DISCUSSION

The internal microstructures of surface mounds formed

by FLSP using different fluence and pulse count values pro-

vide physical evidence of their formation process.

First, M1 mounds appear to form primarily through abla-

tion, with minimal fluid flow. Material removal due to abla-

tion appeared to be the dominant process the substrate

experienced during FLSP processing. SEM and TEM images

(Fig. 7) revealed retention of the original a-Ti microstructure

within the M1 mound. The ripples that overlay the M1

mounds indicate melting at the Ti surface (T>Tm¼ 1700K),

similar to what was previously observed for FLSP of Ni (Ref.

63) and simulated for FLSP of Ti.64 However, thermal excur-

sions were minimal, evidenced by the lack of regions showing

different grains and/or phases. Melting was only observed at

the top of the M1 mounds (<1lm), while the subsurface Ti

(the majority of the mound) experienced temperatures below

that which would induce melting and subsequent fluid flow

and resolidification. M1 mounds were processed at signifi-

cantly lower laser fluence than BSG and ASG mounds.

Therefore, fluid flow was minimal and not expected to play a

significant role in the formation of the M1 mounds. This was

confirmed by the microstructural analysis.

In this paper, ablation is used to refer to material

removal by ultrafast laser pulse interaction with the surface.

As described by Ahmmed et al., the mechanisms for ablation

during FLSP are dependent on the material properties, laser

FIG. 11. EDX line scan across a section of the M3 TEM sample.

FIG. 12. (a) and (b) SEM images of a M4 mound’s cross-section showing

the grain structure as well as the Pt protective layer.
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properties, and processing environment.65 There have been

many different mechanisms proposed to explain ablation of

metals by ultrafast laser processing. It is beyond the scope

of this study to measure the temperature reached during

FLSP of Ti, and to determine the exact mechanisms of

ablation.

These M1 mounds on Ti are therefore analogous to sev-

eral other types of FLSP structures formed on other surfaces.

Previous work on the easy glass-forming alloy Ni60Nb40
demonstrated that lower fluence mound-like surface struc-

tures also formed by ablation, not fluid flow.54,58 Zuhlke

et al. utilized pulse-by-pulse SEM imaging of mound growth

to conclude that PVA was responsible for low fluence BSG

mounds grown on Ni 200/201.5 Sher et al.66 credited PVA

for creating spike-like surfaces on Si wafers. Zhu et al.67

examined the differences between picosecond and femtosec-

ond Si processing, and concluded that ablation and not fluid

flow occurs during FLSP due to the timescales of energy

relaxation processes.

The M2 and M4 mounds were processed at the same

number (1500) of laser pulses but at a higher fluence. Their

underlying microstructures (Figs. 8 and 12) demonstrated

that at higher laser energy, resolidification becomes more

prevalent compared to M1 mounds that were processed using

a lower fluence. The resolidified layer accounted for a small

fraction (<20%) of the total M2 and M4 mound heights. For

the bulk of the microstructure, at depths into the surface

beyond the surface melt, the original a-Ti grains remained.

The larger percentage of unaltered material compared to the

resolidified, fthe iner grained layer indicated that preferential

ablation still played a significant role in the formation of M2

and M4 mounds. This transition from ablation-dominated

formation at A low fluence to melting/resolidification-domi-

nated formation at high fluence is analogous to that of BSG

to ASG mounds as reported by previous research on Ni

(Refs. 5 and 43) and Ni60Nb40.
54,58

For M3 and M5 mounds, the resolidified Ti layer was

most likely caused by Marangoni effect-driven fluid flow. The

molten Ti that was driven toward the top of the peaks resolidi-

fies rapidly due to the large heat sink provided by the base

metal, forming smaller Ti grains. M5 mounds have a thicker

resolidification layer than M3 mounds, which appears to be

due to the higher fluence which generates more molten Ti.

The porosity present in this resolidification layer also

confirms liquification/fluid flow, as solidification of titanium

produces more porosity than other metals.68 Such porosity

can be from gas bubbles69 or shrinkage.70 The FLSP was

performed in air and the laser-induced melt experienced

rapid resolidification; both can cause the voids observed in

the cross-section microstructure of M3 and M5 mounds.
FIG. 14. SAED pattern of resolidified Ti grains from the M5 TEM sample.

The dashed lines are the expected positions for each a-Ti plane.

FIG. 13. (a) and (b) SEM images of

the M5 mound cross-section showing

the grain structure as well as the Pt

protective layer. (c) TEM bright field

image of M5 mound’s cross-section.
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Pores are larger inside M5 than M3 mounds, likely as the

result of the thicker resolidified layer.

Porosity within these higher fluence mounds has conse-

quences for proposed applications of FLSP on Ti.

Biomedical uses such as implants may be comprised by the

decrease in mechanical strength due to the pores.28,29 The

advantages of preventing bacterial growth and improving

bonding with bone tissues maybe outweighed by disadvan-

tages of weaker titanium surfaces. The same concerns apply

for tribological37,38 and molding applications.39

The formation of M2 to M5 Ti surface structures are

analogous to other ultrafast laser-processed surface struc-

tures that form with the fluid flow. These include ASG

mounds on Ni60Nb40 (Refs. 54 and 58) and Ni 200/201 (Ref.

5) as well as “columns” and “spikes” on Si wafers.55,71

The ultrafast laser processing was performed in air, so

titanium oxide formation was possible. However, no clear

evidence of TiO2 formation in the resolidification layer was

seen in SAED patterns of M3 (Fig. 10) nor M5 mounds (Fig.

14). It is possible that oxygen from atmosphere was incorpo-

rated into the resolidified layer during the laser processing.

Oxygen has a very high solubility in a-Ti, especially at ele-

vated temperatures commonly experienced during FLSP

(31.9 at. % at 600 �C).72,73 Much of the existing literature on

ultrafast processing of titanium did not include information

on the underlying microstructure of the surface structures.

However, Bereznai et al. concluded that laser processing of

commercially pure titanium did not alter the original a-Ti.74

CONCLUSION

The formation processes of mound-like surface struc-

tures formed by ultrafast laser processing of Ti using differ-

ent fluence and pulse count values were determined by

examining the underlying microstructure. A dual-beam

focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope was utilized

to create cross sections for secondary electron imaging,

bright field transmission electron microscopy imaging, and

selected area electron diffraction. The lowest fluence class of

Ti surface structures was found to form primarily by abla-

tion. By examining a cross-section of these low fluence

mounds, the original a-Ti microstructure was observed with-

out evidence of resolidification or redeposition. The micro-

structure of higher fluence surface structures was found to

contain a resolidified layer of finer-grained a-Ti. This was

evidence of formation by hydrodynamical fluid flow, where

the laser processing melts and drives such a molten layer

from the valleys to the peaks of the mounds. These experi-

mental evidences corroborate proposed formation processes

for laser processed surface structures and can improve Ti

functionalization for future biomedical and optical

applications.
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